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About This Game

"Happy Penguin VR" is a casual VR game.

In the game, all the items in the scene can be used, all items can be operated!

Including a variety of need to unlock the fight props:
Variety of penguins

Various terrain
A variety of special effects props

A variety of combat props
Shop trucks sell a variety of capacity props.
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Title: Happy Penguin VR
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Bellcat Game
Publisher:
Bellcat Game
Release Date: 31 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: WIN 10

Processor: i7

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GT970

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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happy penguin vr

Pretty darn cool. But even with an MSI laptop, I still encounter lag spikes from nowhere. Plus, it would be nice if you could add
some more brushes.. Ball hogging simulator 2015.

Also scoring is the most unrealistic♥♥♥♥♥♥ever.. I bought the game.
I wanted to enjoy it.
I tried matchmaking.
Game said no.

I feel bad because the dev(devs?) seem(s) very nice and helpful.

Had to refund, but maybe I'll buy it again some day.. A curse has befallen Riddlestone. The King is ill, the city has turned from
virtue to vice, and dark things are afoot. The Queen has requested your presence to try and solve this riddle. (It appears you are
a famous detective in this series who deals with the paranormal.) Can you succeed?

An exciting plot, fun HO scenes, and challenging minigames await.. piece of garbage.. where are the nights face?
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An adorable platformer which nails the crucial easy to learn difficult to master aspect that is so iconic of 2D platformers. Shu
has some beautiful music fun powerups and moments of high adrenaline action that makes this a must play for any platformer
fan. This is a very short game. I beat the main story in 35 minutes. Fortunately, it unlocks a second harder mode, which is very
clever and an underappreciated selling point. Having not completed it yet, I don't know how long it will take; presumably an
hour.
I would not recommend this game at full price, just because of how short it is and how basic the graphics are. However, as a
platformer, the mechanics are spot on, and the challenges are perfectly on par with the mechanics' potential. It is very easy for
someone who enjoys this genre, and other games (e.g. VVVVVV) are better. But if you've beaten the other games in the genre,
and this game is on sale, it's a very fun play with a very acceptable file size.. Despite its less than stellar start, I once believed in
this game. A tutorial should have been provided before the game's release, but they finally added one. When I confronted the
devs, they said that they would add more customization for the controls. Well, that was months ago. Like Contagion, I'm starting
to believe that these changes will never come.. I like cats.. Hello , I've got the game if you want my impressions after 3 hours
here it is :

To begin with , we play as Boom or Zap , two magicians who want to rescue The Spritelings and save the world from an evil
sorcerer . Well , I don't know if story is something important in games like this anyway.

First thing we can notice is that the game is (was) designed for mobile use. But everything works fine with the mouse. The only
thing I don't like with the mouse is the camera movement , this should be better on mobile.

In terms of gameplay, this is a classic match-3 game just like may others. But unlike the others, this time clearing the the board
won't be enough , you have to make a way through The Spritelings. That's what makes this game interesting and also
challenging. The challenge like others match-3 games comes from the obvious limited moves, blocs that need several hit to be
broken, ennemies and so on. In order to help you in your quest, you'll have access to some powers. From where I am, I unlocked
2 of them.

Like I said , we're in front of a mobile game but what is really great is that we don't have the downsides of those games. I mean ,
there's no micro-transaction , you don't have to wait for lives. You can play whenever you want and that is pretty great.

For now I've done 25 levels and some were already tough or maybe I'm just bad at these kind of games lol. However there's
something that can be really annoying : music. I only heard one music so far.

Finally, I'd like to say that this game is a good one, the fact that there's no mobile games
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t is a good point allowing players to play at their own pace.

PS : Sorry for bad english !. Quite fun, has some good mechanichs and the music is nice.. This game really surprised me. I was
not expecting to love it as much as i have. This game is super addicting with a massive weapon crafting system, Loads of
different ships to fight and use, many basic type weapons to choose from. The game world is massive with lots of factions to
choose from with there own personal ships you can get that have there own special faction stats that can completely change the
way you play. I cant recommend this game enough.. A pleasant small point-and-click game, not very hard. A couple clever
ideas, and a couple unfortunately obtuse ideas, but still not hard. I love the music and the environments. I feel like I could spend
hours just listening to a tape repeat.
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